Title: Fraser Building – Concrete Work

Location: Fraser Building – Ring Road/McGill Road

Description: Facilities Management and Houle Electric along with KDC will be pouring concrete on a portion of the duct bank alongside Ring Road (between McGill Road and the Ring Road exit at Parking Lot 4).

The pour will start at approximately 9:00am and last until early afternoon.

Traffic impacts will be intermittent during this work along Ring Road and will be minimized to single lane traffic while trucks are in the area. Traffic may be redirected through Parking Lot 4 if congestion occurs and it is safe to do so.

TCP Traffic Controllers will be onsite for the duration of the day and will be following an approved Traffic Management Plan. See attached for details.

Time frame: Thursday, December 29, 2022 – Starting at 9:00am, ending early afternoon

FMGT contact: John Tierney, Project Manager

Email address: johntierney@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-721-7767